TECHNOLOGY COMES HOME
The apps that are changing the way we live

ISH 2017
Transforming the modern bathroom with the latest textures and finishes

IDEAS CENTRAL
Clerkenwell Design Week: the return of London’s creative showcase

JOURNEY TO ENLIGHTENMENT
Achieving the perfect balance of lighting function and style
The Spey freestanding bath, from Drummonds, is crafted from cast iron and is shown with a hand-painted bespoke exterior. All of Drummonds' cast iron baths are hand finished to order, in a polished metal, copper cladding, or painted in the client's chosen colour. Alternatively, the bath can be supplied with a primed exterior for personal customisation.

Drummond Shaw, Director, Drummonds

"Clients really are dedicating more space to their bathrooms nowadays, so that they can place a statement bath as a centrepiece. We are increasingly seeing people incorporate baths into their master bedrooms too. It's all part of a broader trend towards more informal living and multi-purpose rooms. In the spirit of high design values, classic pieces such as a cast iron bath can happily live alongside more contemporary and eclectic elements."